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Abstract- This report presents the normalized complex propagation constant and complex characteristic impedance of the microstrip incorporating rigorous full-wave integral equation method. Furthermore, this report also shows a new backward leaky wave antenna employing the anti-symmetric periodic structure.

I. Introduction

The characteristic impedance [1] of a leaky line provides insightful circuit-domain view of the leaky line, thus enabling design of optimal feeding network. Given the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance of the leaky line, microwave circuit description and modeling of the guiding structure are fulfilled.

On the other hand, periodical planar structures had been widely applied in phase-array antennas and frequency-selective surfaces. Recently the stopband characteristics of the two-dimensional, periodical, patterned, conducting surface were employed to develop a high impedance surface and suppress surface waves [2]. New guiding structures however, that mingled a one-dimensional microstrip and a two-dimensional ground plane of periodical pattern, had enlightened many microwave circuit designs which demanded low surface leakage, high-Q reflection, and undesired leaky mode suppression, etc.

A new approach for designing an antenna based on the recent advance in the development of periodic structures. Qian and Itoh reported the propagation characteristics of a uniform microstrip could be altered with noticeable increase in slow-wave factor and a fairly large stopband by simply substituting a ground plane of periodic pattern into a uniform ground plane [3]. The forbidden frequency band is a familiar guiding property for such periodic structure, which prohibits the wave propagation for certain frequency band. Modifying the ground plane symmetry from even to odd pattern and choosing the appropriate microstrip dimension, the resultant microstrip can emit leaky waves when launched by a bound, dominant mode (EH₀) [4].

II. Characteristic Impedance and Propagation of the First Higher-Order Microstrip Mode in Frequency and Time Domain

N. K. Das showed that a three-dimensional circuit made of short-circuit slotline stubs could be modeled accurately by a one-dimensional leaky line when leaky mode plays the dominant role in the microwave circuit [1]. He proposed the definition of the characteristic impedance (Zc) for a leaky strip-type line by the following expression:

\[ Z = \frac{P}{I} = \frac{1}{2} \int da \cdot (\vec{E} \times \vec{H}^*) \mid_{\text{inleakage loops}} \ \text{(1)} \]

where \( I \) is the total modal currents and \( P \) is the bound-field portion of the Poynting power that excludes the exponentially growing parts of the leaky field in the modal solution of the leaky mode. Das referred to the leaky fields being only loosely attached to the central guiding region that are responsible for distributed radiation loss. Thereby the leaky-fields are not or loosely associated with circuit element in a circuit sense. Unless we experimentally verify the complex characteristic impedance like we did for the microstrip bound mode, there are still doubts about employing the complex characteristic impedance for circuit simulation.

In addition to the presentation of complex characteristic impedance obtained theoretically by Eq. (1) for the first higher-order mode of a microstrip line, this paper applies an experimental setup based on the differential TDR (Time-Domain Reflectometry) to: 1) excite the first higher-order odd mode of the microstrip, 2) explore the corresponding time-domain propagation characteristics theoretically and experimentally, 3) relate the group velocity of the odd mode propagation to the time-domain step response, 4) interpret the broadband time-domain
propagation characteristics, and 5) confirm the validity of the definition for complex characteristic impedance. Therefore, the complete circuit level picture of the first higher-order microstrip mode is revealed clearly.

The structural parameters of a microstrip line shown in Fig. 1 are applied for analyses and experiments. The microstrip of width 16 mm is printed on a 30-mil (h=0.762-mm) thick ULTRALAM™ substrate of $\varepsilon_r = 2.55$ and the sidewalls distance b is set equal to 480mm (30W). As shown in Fig. 2, the normalized complex propagation constant ($\gamma$) of the first higher-order (EH) mode is plotted with vertical scales on the right axis. The real and imaginary parts of the complex characteristic impedance (Re $Z_c$ and Im $Z_c$) obtained by the procedure described earlier are superimposed in Fig. 1 with scales on the left axis. Notice that two conducting sidewalls, separated by a distance b, are placed at y-direction in Fig. 1 in order to facilitate the discrete Fourier series. Because the bound-field energy is bounded around the central guiding region, the complex propagation constant and the complex impedance curves are insensitive to the distance of the sidewalls if such distance (b) is large enough. Extensive numerical studies show that when b is greater than thirty times of microstrip width (30W) in our case study, the sidewalls have negligible influence on the propagating characteristics of the leaky line.

Fig. 3 shows the measured differential TDR step responses, and compares with theoretical data obtained shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 4, Fig. 5 show the propagation constant, the group velocity and that recover from the differential TDR data using theoretical complex impedance. Fig. 6 shows directly recovers $Z_c$ by gating the beginning portions of the differential TDR data and compares this recovered $Z_c$ with that of theoretical one. The differential TDR experiment shows very good agreement between theory and measurement extraction.

---

**Fig. 1A general microstrip line and coordinate system. Z-axis is along with microstrip line. The structural parameters are used through this paper.**

---

**Fig. 2 The normalized propagation constant and complex characteristic impedance of the first higher order microstrip mode.**

**Fig. 3 The experimental and theoretical differential TDR step responses of the microstrip. CH1 is the positive-going step voltage, displaying TDR voltage 0 ~ 500mV and corresponding to reflection coefficient $\rho = -1 \sim \rho = +1$. Similarly, CH2 is the negative-going step voltage, displaying TDR voltage 0 ~ -500mV and corresponding to reflection coefficient $\rho = -1 \sim \rho = +1$.**

**Fig. 4 The phase constant ($\beta$) and normalized group velocity ($V_g/c$) of the first higher-order microstrip mode (h=30 mil, w=16 mm, $\varepsilon_r=2.55$).**

**Fig. 5 Comparison of the attenuation constants.**
obtained by differential TDR experiment and the 2D field theory. Noticed that α is not normalized to \( k_0 \).

Fig. 6 Comparison of the complex characteristic impedance

III. Brillouin Diagram of Microstrip with Symmetric Loadings

Recent advance in planar, two-dimensional, periodical surfaces has demonstrated great potentials for applying the stopband characteristics or leaky waves inherent in these guiding structures. The scattering parameters of microstrip under periodical perturbations by the two-dimensional surface have been applied for various microwave circuit designs. The knowledge of propagation characteristics of planar transmission line on the two-dimensional, periodical surface, however, is very limited. This report presents the theoretical results for the microstrip subject to periodic loadings, which are symmetric or anti-symmetric against the central plane of symmetry.

Without loss of generality, we propose a simplified model that incorporates the inductive loads made of notches positioned in either symmetric or anti-symmetric fashion. Fig. 7 shows the symmetric one. These loadings facilitate the necessary spatial modulation of currents flowing in the uniform microstrip in a similar way made by the two-dimensional, periodical surface. A dominant \( \text{EH}_0 \) mode is launched at one end of the periodical microstrip structure. The surface currents \( J_z \) on the ground plane can be approximated by summing an infinite number of traveling wave components, which include the fundamental forward wave carrying \( J_0 \), component, the higher space harmonic of the forward wave of current amplitude \( J_0 \), the fundamental backward wave carrying \( J_0 \) component and the higher space harmonic of the backward wave of current amplitudes \( J_0 \). The corresponding complex propagation constants are \( \gamma_0 \), \( \gamma_n \), \( \gamma_0 \), and \( \gamma_n \), respectively.

The results show that the microstrip with symmetric loadings consists of four zones of propagation, namely, (1) propagating region below stopband, (2) stopband, (3) propagating region above stopband and (4) leaky-wave region. The microstrip with anti-symmetric loading, on the other hand, displays different propagation characteristics, i.e., (1) disappearance of the stopband, (2) additional leaky waves from excitation of higher-order \( \text{EH}_1 \) mode. Fig. 8. Shows the Brillouin diagram of the periodic planar guiding structure.

IV. Microstrip on an Anti-symmetrically Perforated Ground Plane

As shown in Fig. 9, the wide microstrip section is 9 mm (w) wide and 153.8 mm (L1) long. It is printed on a ULTRALAM 2000™ substrate of thickness 0.762 mm (h) and relative permittivity 2.55 (\( \varepsilon_r \)). Two columns of the etched square holes on the ground plane have fourteen periods each. The periodicity of the etched holes is 12.0 mm (d2). The tapered microstrip section is relatively long, 14.2 mm (L2) in length. The total length L3 of the microstrip is 182.2 mm, which comprises two tapered sections of length L2 and a wide microstrip of length L1. Removing the output taper at port 2 of Fig. 9, one develops an open-ended (one-port) leaky line as a line source. The coordinate system of Fig. 9 illustrates the leaky line being positioned along the x axis with the angle \( \theta \) denoting the elevation angle from the broadside and \( \phi \) the azimuthal angle referenced to the symmetrical plane (x-z plane or y=0). Notice that the positive (negative) sign of the elevation angle \( \theta \) represents the forward (backward) radiation. Each square hole has the side length of 3.0 mm (d1). The size and

Fig. 7. A generic microstrip model subject to periodical perturbations of even symmetric (w=10mm, h=0.254mm, L1=15mm, \( \varepsilon_r = 3.0 \)).

Fig. 8. Brillouin diagram of the periodic planar guiding structure of Fig. 7.
periodicity of the holes is therefore 0.11 \( \lambda_{c} \) and 0.46 \( \lambda_{c} \) with respect to the free-space wavelength of the operating frequency at 11.5 GHz, respectively. The etched pattern on the ground plane of the guiding structure thus produces weak, periodic perturbations on the modes propagating alongside the guiding structure.

The radiation beam angle of the periodic leaky line with the positive (negative) sign of the elevation angle \( \theta \) (See Fig. 9) represents the forward (backward) radiation. The theoretical results in Table I indicate that, with magnitude in the descending order, a main beam and a second beam point to the elevation angles at \(-42^\circ\) and \(+59^\circ\), respectively. An open-ended leaky prototype is built and tested according to the dimensions and material constant as shown in Fig. 9. The measured radiation contours are plotted in Fig. 10, which shows that the main beam points to \(-40^\circ\) and the second beam to \(+60^\circ\) in the elevation plane. Therefore the theory presented in the previous section is in excellent agreement with the experimental results. The radiation contours with relative power level below \(-20\ dB\) have not been shown in Fig. 10. The measured directivity is 15.88 dB and its 3-dB (half-power) contour spans \(64^\circ\) in the azimuthal direction and \(15^\circ\) in the elevation (See the lower part of Fig. 10). Since the main beam is dull in the elevation angle and wide in the azimuthal plane, we apply such advantageous radiation pattern for a low-profile microstrip array to construct a cone-shaped radiation pattern for use in the indoor WLAN application. Notice that the predominant \( E_{\phi} \) radiation contour of the leaky line manifests the horizontal polarization of the leaky line. Thus the x-z plane is the H-plane.
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Fig. 9. The structure and coordinate system of the leaky line source with one or two port(s) attached for evaluation.

Fig. 10. Measured far-field radiation contour \( (E_{\phi}) \) of the prototypical single leaky line at 11.5 GHz.
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Recent advances in planar, two-dimensional, periodical surfaces have demonstrated great potentials for applying the stopband characteristics or leaky waves inherent in these guiding structures [1]. The scattering parameters of microstrip under periodical perturbations by the two-dimensional surface have been applied for various microwave circuit designs [2, 3]. The knowledge of propagation characteristics of planar transmission line on the two-dimensional, periodical surface, however, is very limited. This paper presents the theoretical results for the microstrip subject to periodic loadings, which are symmetric or anti-symmetric against the central plane of symmetry.

Without loss of generality, we propose a simplified model that incorporates the inductive loads made of notches positioned in either symmetric or anti-symmetric fashion. These loadings facilitate the necessary spatial modulation of currents flowing in the uniform microstrip in a similar way made by the two-dimensional, periodical surface. A dominant, bound EH₀ mode is launched at one end of the periodical microstrip structure. The surface currents Jₙ on the ground plane can be approximated by summing an infinite number of traveling wave components, which include the fundamental forward wave carrying Jₙ⁺ component, the higher space harmonic of the forward wave of current amplitude Jₙ⁺, the fundamental backward wave carrying J₀⁻ component and the higher space harmonic of the backward wave of current amplitudes Jₙ⁻. The corresponding complex propagation constants are γₙ⁺, γₙ⁺, γ₀⁻ and γₙ⁻, respectively.

The results show that the microstrip with symmetric loadings consists of four zones of propagation, namely, (1) propagating region below stopband, (2) stopband, (3) propagating region above stopband and (4) leaky-waves region. The microstrip with anti-symmetric loading, on the other hand, displays different propagation characteristics, i.e., (1) disappearance of the stopband, (2) additional leaky waves from excitation of higher-order EH₁ mode.
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